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THE CROSSED EFFECTS UPON VOLUNTARY MOVEMENT OF A UNILATERALLY INDUCED FATIGUE BY REX MADISON COLLIER * University of Vermont



The variety of ways in which the term fatigue has been used not only in common speech but also in scientific writing necessitates considerable caution in the use of the concept. The term may be found to indicate decrements in muscular activity, raised sensory thresholds, adaptation, refractory states of nerve and muscle, reduced capacities for work either mental or physical, effects of accumulated toxins, sensations from overworked muscles, boredom, distractibility, and almost any unanalyzed hindrance to effective work. The term fatigue will be used in this discussion to denote a condition developed within the organism coincident with prolonged muscular activity which operates as a decrement either to the total movement or to components of that movement (cf. Ash, I, p. i). Precisely to distinguish fatigue from inhibition, adaptation and the like is not the purpose of the present experiments. Rather, the general purpose has been to study certain bilateral relationships of movement using fatigue, as defined above, in the role of a tool to aid in revealing those relationships. It has long been evident that the bilateral association of functions is one of the basic problems of the integration of the organism. That changes in the centers of neural control following prolonged voluntary .movement are responsible for most of the gradual decrements of such movement was inferred from experiments by Mosso (19), Waller (25), Lombard (17) and others. Their method consisted in direct electrical stimulation of the forearm muscles immediately following the repeated voluntary contraction of those muscles until exhaustion. * This experiment was performed by the writer in the Department of Nervous and Mental Diseases, Northwestern University Medical School.
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They found that even after the individual could no longer voluntarily contract the muscles against the ergographic weight, direct faradic stimulation of the muscles produced energetic contractions. Critics (16) claimed that the muscles stimulated directly were not the same as those innervated voluntarily, and that the myo-neural junction was the locus of much of the fatigue. Reid (22),Cattell and Stiles (6), and Walter (26) have recently shown that the myo-neural junction plays an insignificant role in decrements following successive contractions. Reid found that slow voluntary contractions carried to fatigue do not alter the amount of work a muscle may subsequently accomplish by peripheral stimulation but that rapid voluntary contractions to fatigue do bring about such alterations. He interpreted his work as implying that the centers of neural control played the major role in decrements of activity following prolonged voluntary contraction. The experiments of Sherrington (24) and Forbes (11, 12) with spinal animals and of Fischgold and Bernard (10) with human beings reveal that spinal centers are very susceptible to fatigue. That there is an irradiation of both excitatory and inhibitory conditions in the cord has been implied from several experiments (11, 12, 24). It is important in relation to the present experiments to note that a condition recognized as fatigue may apparently produce either excitatory or inhibitory effects. Thus, Forbes, in a flexor preparation, applied one set of electrodes to the ipselateral peroneal nerve and another set to the ipselateral popliteal nerve. He found that stimulating one reflex arc even to the point of marked fatigue, instead of imparting some degree of fatigue to the allied reflex arc, actually improved the subsequent response of the latter (11, p. 114).



He observed, furthermore, that inhibition of a reflex through one nerve impaired subsequent inhibition through the same nerve but improved inhibition through the allied arc. Either excitatory or inhibitory conditions may, therefore, produce effects through what appears to be an irradiation of those conditions. Similar irradiated effects should also be found for the more complex levels of the nervous system; that is, for example, for the so-called voluntary movements.
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Results and Interpretation I. Effects of Contralateral Fatigue. The data from subjects / and W shown graphically in Figs. I and 2 are typical of the results of Part I. Graphs are based on rate and amplitude during only the first ten second NO. OF TURffS IK FIRST TEN" 5EC0KD PERIOD Wf )
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Before presenting Table II it is necessary to refer to Fig. 6, page 38. The upper plateaus represent time required for reversing the direction of movement when the forearm is in the supination position. Pronation reversal is represented by the lower plateau. Downward movement is pronation progression; upward movement is supination progression. • Unrestricted rotation with rapid movements and with forearm-upper angle approximately 100 degrees varies from about 120 degrees to 200 degrees.
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TABLE II COMPARISON OF SERIES I AND II.



UNITS ARE IN TERMS OF 8.3 MILLISECONDS Series I



No Initial Fatigue on Either Side



Mean SD V Number



PR



SP



SR



PP



Total



6.32 2-77 O.I27 44.O 473



7-oS 1.23 0.0; 8 17-5 449



6.20 2.40 0.113



6.89



26.40



38.8 452



4.68 0.065 20.5 473



1770 445



0.22



Series 11



Initial Contralateral Fatigue



S.D V Number M*



-Mi..



C.R



PR



SP



SR



PP



Total



7-35 3-03 0.146 41-3 428



6.6;



7-55 2.58 0.126 34-2 419



6.49



27.96 4.66



1.03 5-35



1.30 0.637 19.5 414 — 0.40 4.65



'•35



8.00



1.18 0.057 18.3 423 — 0.40 4.70



O.229



16.7 414 I.56 5-00



TABLE III SERIES III



Initial Homolateral Fatigue PR



SP



SR



PP



Total



Average S.D.



12.78



ff



O.24 3J.00 346



9-77 1.82 0.097 18.60 343



IO.79 4.17 O.224 38.70 345



9.82 2.18 o.i 18 22.40 342



42.26 7.40 0.40



at •



V..



.



Number



4.50



17-5° 341



TABLE IV PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE IN AVERAGES PR



MI l-III



16.3 100.5



SP



SR



PP



Total



-5-7 38.6



21.8



74.0



-5.8 42.7



5-9 60.0
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In the table these components are referred to by initials in the following manner: PR—pronation reversal; SP—supination progression; SR—supination reversal; PP—pronation progression.



FIG.
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I. Crossed Effects of Fatigue. While the differences between the averages of Series I and II appear to be slight, the critical ratios indicate that those differences are reliably above chance. Crossed effects of a unilaterally developed fatigue are, therefore, evident. Examination of the category M2 — Mi in Table II shows that these differences between the averages are not all in the same direction. Time required for reversing the direction of movement has increased, while the time for the movement itself has decreased. These data furnish an answer to the tendencies noted in Part I. The slight reduction in the number of turns following contralateral fatigue is because of the longer time necessary to reverse the direction of rotation. The slight increase in amplitude is explained by (i) a more rapid movement, and (2) a delay in the initiation of reversal processes. The data appear to indicate the operation of both facilitative and inhibitory processes. The movements, themselves, seem slightly increased while change of direction is slightly delayed. The condition of facilitation is more apparent than real. Both phenomena are probably due, rather, to a weak inhibitory process operating to delay at each rotation the initiation of antagonistic muscular contraction. Dodge and Bott (8) have shown that co-contraction of antagonistic
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muscles is basic to rapid voluntary reciprocal movement. More specifically, they have shown that even before movement in a given direction has terminated active antagonistic muscle contractions are developing. To these observations it may be added that contractions of the antagonists prior to the moment at which they become dominant probably serve slightly to retard the movement in progress and to shorten the time required for reversing the direction of movement. If, then, a physiological condition is present which delays slightly the initiation of antagonistic contractions, the movement already in progress should be more rapid and the duration of the reversal components should be increased. The manner in which this slight inhibitory condition is transmitted to the opposite side is not known. The mechanism and the neural level of transmission are worthy of further investigation. 2. Relative Variability. Direct comparison of the coefficients of variability for each of the components of movement indicates that the reversals are subject to the greater variability. This is true of all three series. Evidently, the centers of control are more readily influenced by fluctuating factors than mechanisms of peripheral response. The relation of movement variability (MF) to reversal variability {RV) is, approximately,



How this equation would be modified by systematically changing the arc of forearm rotation is not known at present. In any case the problem is of importance in the further investigation of relationships between central control and peripheral response. The above equation appears to hold for all three series or sets of conditions. Contrary to the study of Manzer (18) fatigue has not increased variability. The conditions of the two experiments are not comparable, however. Manzer's study employed the ergograph with which records are primarily representative of unidirectional pulls against a load. The regulatory dynamics of such a
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movement pattern may be quite different from those basic to rapid reciprocal movement. Boder (2) seemed to find that variability increased with fatigue for some of the components and decreased for others. Further studies of the relative variability of the components of reciprocal movement should reveal important aspects of the dynamics of the total reciprocal movement pattern. Similar to the findings of Boder (2), the data of the foregoing tables show that the variability of the time required for a complete movement is usually less than the variability of the components. This is apparently the result of some sort of inter-compensation among the components whereby frequently short or long components are immediately followed by their opposites. In carrying out the instructed task the subject develops a pattern of movement the stability of which becomes dominant over the parts. Components may be extended or reduced in maintaining a relatively consistent rhythm of movement. Time required for the components of the total movement preclude a conscious regulation of each of the specific parts. The average time of these components varies from 50 m.s. to 65 m.s. This is comparable to time required for many reflex responses and is approximately one-half the time of practiced reaction time. In the dynamics of motor organization in which there is subordination of specific parts into a more stable whole, there is suggested a similarity to a perceptual organization wherein parts may be united to form a unitary whole. The structuring of the perceptual field with reference to the experiencing individual probably should have characteristics in common with the organization of motor response with reference to determining tendencies. 3. Stability of Movement.



In contrast to the variability of the reversal components is the relative stability not only of the total pattern but also of the progression components. The coefficients of variability for movement times range-from 17.5 to 20.5 in Series I and II while the coefficients of variability for reversals range from
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34.2 to 44.0. It appears that once the contraction or movement in a given direction is initiated it runs its course with almost mechanical regularity. In fact, the movement time is so regular and consistent that a difference of 3.2 m.s. between the averages of 58.5 m.s. and 55.3 m.s. becomes a reliable difference in approximately 400 cases.5 4. Effects of Homolateral Fatigue.



Evidence of the effects of fatigue upon centers of control is not confined to the results of Series II. Here, of course, the modification of movement subsequent to contralateral fatigue appears to indicate that neural centers have been affected. The data of Table IV also may be taken, with some reservations, as evidence that the fatigue developed by prolonged voluntary reciprocal movement is a condition found not only in the mechanisms of contraction but also in the mechanisms of control. It may even be suggested that the mechanisms of control are the more profoundly affected. If Series I and II are compared, the average duration of reversals may be noted as having increased while the average duration of progressions has decreased. A comparison of Series I and III shows that while all four components have increased, the reversal periods have been quite strikingly the more affected. If variations of the reversal period are due, principally, to changes in the dynamics of control centers, then Table IV furnishes evidence that these centers are more subject to effects of fatigue than the mechanisms of contraction. There are, however, peripheral factors which might conceivably produce changes in the reversal components, such as changes in permeability to the nerve impulse at the myo-neural junction, changes in viscosity of muscular tissue, and variations in chronaxie of the muscular response. Since it is not within the scope of the present paper to determine the significance of each of the four components of reciprocal movement, the interpretation of variations in the reversal period as representing principally variations in the control centers must be taken only tentatively. Were this point * Figures from Table II, Column SP, are here translated to milliseconds by multiplying by .0083 second.
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established, the general method of Part II should be of considerable value in further studies of reciprocal movement. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS



The present experiment has investigated the crossed effects upon voluntary movement of a unilaterally induced fatigue. The experimental procedures were separated into two parts. In Part I records were taken alternately of both right and left forearm rotations, i.e., pronation-supination, under the two following sets of conditions: i, No initial fatigue of either side; 2, Initial contralateral fatigue. Four subjects each contributed twenty experimental periods on as many successive days. The twenty periods for a given subject permitted ten instances for each forearm to operate under each of the two sets of conditions, that is, in ten trials the right arm movements preceded contralateral fatigue and in ten trials right arm movements were subsequent to contralateral fatigue. The same would hold for the left forearm. In all instances, the subjects were instructed to attempt their maximum in both rate and amplitude. In Part II the apparatus was modified so that durations of each of the four components of reciprocal movement could be measured, i.e., the durations of the two reversals and the two progressions. Records of right forearm rotations were then taken under the three following sets of conditions: I, No initial fatigue, 2, Initial contralateral fatigue, and 3, Initial homolateral fatigue. The results permit the following conclusions: 1. Contralateral fatigue appears to modify the homolateral movements by reducing rate and increasing amplitude of forearm rotation. 2. Contralateral fatigue modified the components of reciprocal movement by a light but significant decrease in progression time and by a slight but significant increase in reversal time. 3. Variability of reversal duration is more affected by both homolateral and contralateral fatigue than the progression duration.
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4. Total movement, itself, is always less variable than the components of that movement. (Manuscript received February 24, 1938) REFERENCES
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